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One dog scurried forward, nipping at dirty hooves and falling back, holding the flock 

to their course. The other sat upon a heap of rubble, ears pricked. The boy whistled - a sweet, 

long sound slicing through the raindrops - and the second, waiting dog picked and tumbled 

its way down the broken concrete mass to face down a sheep that stood, chin dipped and legs 

planted, at the mouth of an alleyway. 

It was Tuesday, and it was raining. Once upon a time, to somebody, that might have 

mattered. Might have made a difference to a plan. To a decision on where to go for drinks. 

Whether to take the bus or walk. As the boy drove his flock downtown through the ruins, it 

did not matter at all. He did not know that it was Tuesday. He was indifferent to it, as he was 

indifferent to the deluge. 

He wore no jacket against the weather, just a broad, conical reed hat, interwoven with 

black and red diamonds and stripes. Loose, sodden, wool trousers clasped by a newly-plaited 

rope completed his wardrobe. The trousers were itchy, and, for the hundredth time that day, 

he hoisted them higher on his hips and yanked hard at the rope, tying a new knot with strong 

fingers. He trod lightly amidst the thorny weeds, the cracked tarmac, the stones, and lumps of 

clay seemingly extruded from the pattering, flickering puddles of standing water. 

He held the back of his palm up to the sun, which had begun to dip beneath the clouds 

and line the sheep in plush red. He reckoned another half hour until sundown. The ferry would 

leave for the Shore and the Wednesday Market at nine-thirty, but the boy knew only that the 

ferry stayed until the light was gone. 

He did not rush. He had never learned how, and besides, the flock could move no 

faster in this terrain and weather. He sent the dogs forward and pulled them back, forward 

and back, and the flock moved steadily on into the falling rain, the approaching night. Had 

anyone been alive to look down from one of the crowd of wasted buildings tottering amidst 

the corruption, the movement of the boy and his flock might have resembled that of a clear-

bodied, tentacled sea-creature. The boy at its heart, the dogs at its extremities, the sheep sucked 

and swirled about within the medium of the boy’s will, hooves pounding the brambles flat, 

knocking pebbles tinkling. 
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The boy paid no attention to the empty storefronts, the steel roofs knocking echoes 

in the wind. Plywood signs had fallen askew, the color peeled away, the wood warped and 

patterned with rot and salt spray. Rusted steel rods showed through the broken concrete, furry 

and swollen. There was nothing here of any use to him, or to his animals. 

The rain, too, did not rush. It fell lazily, and meandered down walls along whitish 

runnels, into reed-lined pools, and rolled out onto the street, lifting green and black dirt out 

of the pools, down, down towards the sea. 

A rotting place, but not dead. Undead, perhaps. Lingering on. Yet, the boy did not feel 

fear or regret. He was occupied, and had neither the inclination, nor any reason to feel anything 

at all for the ruined city, any more than he felt anything when he buried the guts of a slain 

rabbit or tossed an apple core into a midden. Things that had no use ought to be rotted down; 

right or wrong, good and ill, until there was nothing to them. This city, whatever it had once 

been, whatever insane purpose it had been built to further, had ended and was returning to 

the earth. 

The boy paused at a column of heavy air, of dank and stinking space gripped between 

high walls. Through some old magic dreaming in this place, a sheep had been lured into the 

shadow of a tottering, monolithic slab of brick. It stood in panic upon a wobbling beam, half-

submerged. The boy yelled sharply and waved his crook, and hustled the sheep back to the 

flock. He glared, briefly, at the shadows. Vermin lived in such places. 

There was a chain-link fence at the foot of the hill, where the dock extended out like 

a finger into the ocean. It, too, was wearing away. The boy yelled at the sheep, and the dogs 

barked and bit, until, panicked, the flock leapt the gap onto the dock, one by one, scrabbling 

and wild-eyed. The boy stepped easily across, and let the metal gate alone to dangle from bent 

hinges. 

The Ferryman sat, slouching, upon a pile of black, rubber tires, smoking a pipe and 

chewing something. He was a pirate. They were a strange breed, but, the boy's father had often 

said, to be pitied. 

Once, their father’s fathers had lived in this city, and it was full of smoke and stone 

and people rushing up and down smooth streets on invented errands. And, when it ended, 

some had been unable, or unwilling, to let it all go. 

The pirates lived now aboard rusted, patched metal ships that belched black smoke 

and rumbled like nothing the boy had ever heard. Sometimes, they lived amidst ruins like these. 
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They were scavengers, moving from one sinking port to the next, digging over the ruins for 

clothes, for food in metal tubes, for silvery trinkets. They were a sad, sick tribe. But, the boy 

reminded himself with a sigh, the Ferryman could carry the flock over the bay in hours. The 

coastal path would take days, maybe even a week. And he needed the money the Ferryman 

could pay. 

The Ferryman poked his tongue at the loose teeth in his gums and palmed his sparse, 

white hair over his scalp as the boy approached. He smelled like he hadn’t been out of his 

metal cave in weeks. 

The Ferryman spat. “Late,” he snapped. “That’s your name: Late!” 

The boy, whose name was not Late, walked carefully through the flock, holding his 

crook vertically and keeping his eyes up, so as not to spook the herd. “You’re still here,” he 

said. 

“Waiting,” countered the Ferryman. “How many you got?” 

“Forty-six,” said the boy, pushing the reed hat back. A red, woolen rope held it against 

his skull like a halo. 

“Not much, that. The others bring twice that, easy. Had ninety-seven one day last 

week.” 

The boy leaned on his crook, shrugged, and said nothing. The Ferryman told lies; there 

was no point rising to it. Besides, it was no concern of his what other cargo the man took on 

board. 

The Ferryman leaned forward with something in his palm. “Want a smoke? Bet you 

do.” 

The boy shook his head, trying to hide his grimace of disgust. 

The Ferryman’s hand withdrew, slowly, and his muscled face relaxed into a new 

expression. “You’ll be wanting payment! Run home to Mummy with a fistful of shiny dollars, 

am I right?” He laughed and rummaged in a broken, plastic trunk. “Or maybe spend it before 

you get home! Right? Six dollars a head.” 

The boy started, and shook his head. “I need ten. It’s always ten!” 

“Six.” 

The boy said, “It has to be ten. Six a head won’t be enough. Ten! Or I take them 

home.” 
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The Ferryman hooted with laughter, throwing his head back on its spindly neck like a 

broken-necked chicken. “Home! Thirty mile to the nearest pasture, ain’t it? And you’ll head 

back? In this weather? In the falling dark? No,” he said, standing. “You’ll take six dollars a 

head. Five, maybe, now. You’ll learn, boy, not to waste my time. I’m the Ferryman! I charge 

what I like, or no Market, no coin for you at all but by my say-so. Five a head, or push off.” 

The boy pulled his hat back over his plastered-down hair. The Ferryman, he knew, 

would sell the sheep again on the Shore for twenty dollars a head; and pirates valued dollars 

like most people valued their skin. He looked around. It was almost full dark now, but the rain 

was easing. He thought there might be a moon later, despite the cloud. 

He looked back at the Ferryman, a small, wretched man with the smile of a viper. The 

boy realized with a sudden shock that the Ferryman did not have the money to give. Why else 

would he argue over the price, which had been ten dollars a head forever? 

He shrugged, gave a low whistle, and moved through the herd carefully, slowly, the 

way he had come. 

“Hey!” yelled the man. “Where d’you think you’re going?” 

The boy made no reply. If the Ferryman did not even have the money for a small flock 

of sheep, it boded ill for him. The pirates were ruthless, and money was their power. One 

coming on hard times could expect harder times ahead. The boy hopped across the gap, over 

the swirling water, and whistled again. The dogs bounded forward and a current began to swirl 

the flock in the boy’s wake. 

“Oi!” screamed the Ferryman. Little white flecks appeared on his cheeks, clearly visible 

in the gloom, as he bent to pick up a metal stick. The Ferryman levelled the stick at shoulder 

height and advanced into the herd, the stick pointed at the boy like an accusing finger. “Stop! 

You stop right there, now!” 

The boy gave the wavering tip of the stick a brief, bemused glance. He supposed it 

must be a weapon, but the man wasn’t holding it like a spear, nor like a staff. He gripped his 

own crook a little tighter, and said, “I’m walking to the Shore. Goodnight, Ferryman.” 

“I’ll kill you!” screamed the Ferryman. “Don’t you think I won’t! That mutton is mine!” 

The boy did not know that the Ferryman held a gun; did not know that death spread 

its pale wings in the gloom at his back as he walked away. What he did know was that he could 

sweep around the bay in another day, maybe two. He knew, too, that there was good fishing 

on the way, and he could always kill a sheep if it came to that. It might be a bit early in the 
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year for pears, but he and his father had left many signs along the path, pointing out lemon 

trees, grapes, and other places where the fruits of ancient orchards long gone might be 

found… 

It was a shame the Ferryman was so stubborn about the money, but, the boy supposed, 

it was important to his tribe. The boy had promised his sister he would get ten dollars a head 

so that she could make belts out of the greyish-gold coins for her bridesmaids. Never mind, 

though; he would deliver these sheep as her dowry instead, and no doubt he would receive 

more coins than he could carry. That was the custom. 

Behind him, the Ferryman continued to rage and scream. The boy spared one last 

glance. The man’s finger jerked convulsively upon a sharp projection a third of the way along 

the stick, on its underside, making a clicking sound. The boy supposed maybe the clicking was 

some kind of threat amongst pirates, but he did not know the significance. He ushered the last 

of the sheep over the gap and turned them west, following the coastline. 

Somewhere behind him, there was a pattering of feet, a slither, a yell, and a splash, and 

no more yelling, no more clicking. But the boy did not hear it over the lazy, tumbling rain 

blanketing the undead city. 

 

The boy was wrong about the weather. He knew it almost as soon as he was out of 

sight of the Ferry, could feel the extra venom in the wind, and a new chill in the rain. He would 

not be able to reach the tree-lined shores tonight. He must find shelter immediately. 

He drove the herd into a tumbledown, corrugated tin warehouse. The whole thing 

flapped like a shirt on a washing line, but there was a solid wall to one side and the sheep 

gathered against it, trembling and jostling. 

The boy sat with his back to the wall and called the dogs to him. There was no hope 

of a fire here. All the timber was either long buried, or harvested by pirates. Only steel-framed 

structures like this one, and the brick and concrete hulks he had passed by earlier, could offer 

any shelter. 

The sheep settled, gradually, bleating quietly, belching, chewing, the occasional patter 

of dung falling onto concrete strangely audible over the howling wind. The dogs flopped at 

the boy’s feet, whining and huffing, wanting a meal, settling for an uneasy sleep. The boy 

nestled close to the warm, wet dogs and wondered at the ferocity of the weather in this place; 
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how the rain flailed at the metal roof, how the wind screamed. Outside, he could see torrents 

of water flowing over the rocky path, and cascading off a low wall into the churning sea. 

 

The morning was overcast, with a petulant, blunt wind. He led the herd along the 

coast, making good progress, fording swift-running streams for the most part quite easily. The 

concrete tended to fall apart into deep, orange-yellow trenches with a treacherous overhang. 

They were harder to cross every year. Soon, the boy thought, this coastal route would be 

impassable. 

He was not sure of his bearings, but he did not worry. The forest was visible as a grey 

smear on the horizon, the hills rising dark into the ragged cloud. The forest was planted with 

all manner of edible vegetation, and since the sheep preferred grass and the pirates preferred 

metal food, there was an over-abundance. All the boy needed to do was follow the coast, and 

he would reach the forest soon, before midday. Then, he could eat, and maybe rest, beside a 

river. The dogs, he thought, might eat fish. 

He was feeling irritable from a poor night’s sleep, and perhaps also from the city. It 

was so crowded, so full of shadows, the buildings so tall and narrow, and there was nothing 

to eat. Actually, he realized, he might have fished, could stop at any time along this path and 

cast a line, but he was feeling stubborn and walked on, faster now, promising himself a midday 

meal, away from this place. 

The rain, at least, had stopped. Water still drained from the city to the sea, and if the 

streams were less swift, the ravines - slippery clay beneath a curious, black glue of gravel - were 

no less treacherous. 

At last, the boy found grass, and he allowed the sheep to graze awhile. He knew now 

where he was, an old park, now a glade, with an orchard of ancient trees nearby. He left the 

dogs with the flock a few moments while he gathered plums from an early-fruiting tree. There 

was spinach and wild garlic, too, which he cut, thinking he might go fishing now, after all. 

He looked back at the city. The tallest tower was also the best preserved, a whitish 

column with a bulge halfway up, the whole tipped by a steelwork needle. It could have been a 

quarter-mile tall. 

He stared at the tower, following it with his eyes, from base to apex and back, and 

back again. Why it had been built, he could not fathom, nor why any of it had been built. The 

world was a paradise; food was plentiful, and what other reason was there to work? If the 
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sheep were secure in their pasture, and the little work that was necessary to maintain a garden 

was done, there was time enough each day to lie in the sun, or to wander a few miles to talk 

with neighbors, to play at climbing trees or throwing sticks for the dogs. Why build ugly, stone 

towers? 

There was a stream nearby, a couple of paces across, emptying into a sandy bay and 

bordered by shady trees. The boy pulled a string and a hook from a pocket and affixed them 

to his crook. He lay back against a tree trunk and cast the line into the bubbling water. It did 

not seem a likely place to catch a fish, but he was unconcerned. It was harder to not catch a 

fish. For himself, perhaps a few freshwater crayfish, or shellfish from the beach… 

Perhaps, he mused, it was like a story. You believed it for a bit, and sometimes you 

wanted even the nightmarish kind to go on because you needed to know how it would end. 

You could forget the real world for a little while. Perhaps, if you built stone walls and stone 

roads and shut out the sky, perhaps, then, for a long while. 

A sound echoed around the bay, and the boy sat up. A crack and a tumbling, as of 

dice. 

It was the tower. He understood now why the rain had fallen so heavily. And, as the 

tip of the tower shivered, and spiraled slowly and gradually, painfully began to lean, he 

understood at last its purpose. The tower, like all the city, had been built only so that it could 

fall. It must have been so, for it fell so beautifully, with a quiet majesty, crumbling at the base, 

splitting into sections, tumbling, arcing, reaching to the sea. A cloud of dust, water, and a burst 

of orange flame where the highest stories crushed the Ferry, bursting it into fragments and 

sending a billow of black smoke up like a second tower. And then, the sound, like thunder, 

echoed around the bay for a long time. 

The boy watched the rising cloud of dust for a while. Then, his line drew taught and 

he turned to the river with a smile of delight. He began to reel in a silvery fish that glinted in 

the clean sunlight. 
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